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We investigate the application of query-based verification to the analysis of behavioural
trends of stochastic models of biochemical systems. We derive temporal logic properties
which address specific behavioural questions, such as the likelihood for a species to reach
a peak/deadlock state, or to exhibit monotonic/oscillatory trends. We introduce a specific
modelling convention through which stochastic models of biochemical systems are made
suitable to verification of the behavioural queries we define. Based on the queries we
identify, we define a classification procedure which, given a stochastic model, allows for
identifying meaningful qualitative behavioural trends. We illustrate the proposed query-
based classification on a number of simple abstract models of biochemical systems.
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1. Introduction
The quantitative analysis of the dynamics of biochemical systems is a major aspect of systems biology, a relatively new
research field focusing on the study of biochemical systems using an integrative approach rather than a reductive one [22].
Even simple biochemical networks can show surprisingly complex behaviours which cannot be understood by looking at
the evolution of the single components, and instead require a systemic analysis approach.
The dynamical analysis of biochemical systems has been traditionally addressed using deterministic approaches, based
on ordinary differential equation (ODE) models. ODEs come with a consolidated set of mathematical tools for model
definition and analysis and, in most cases, they provide an adequate abstraction for capturing the dynamics of biochemical
systems.When the variability of the system is particularly significant orwhen the continuous approximation adopted inODE
models is not justified, the use of discrete stochastic approaches, stemming from the foundational work of Gillespie [13], is
more appropriate.
The relationship between the continuous, deterministic and the discrete, stochastic representations of biochemical
systems is interesting and still subject to research. When the molecules constituting a biochemical network are present
in small copy numbers, the stochastic modelling approach is more suitable for capturing the dynamics of the system. On the
other hand, as the number of molecules grows, abstracting discrete numbers of molecules with continuous concentrations
and representing the system dynamics through a system of coupled ODEs provide an accurate representation without
incurring the state-space explosion problem that plagues the discrete-state modelling approach.
When dealing with biochemical systems that exhibit complex behavioural patterns, it may be difficult to check whether
the dynamics of the system satisfies a specific property. An example of an interesting behavioural property which
characterises a variety of biochemical systems is the presence of oscillatory behaviours [14,11]. While it is possible to
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hypothesise the presence of oscillations through inspection of simulated time courses, a rigorous verification of their
persistence, progressive dampening, or abrupt termination is a complex issue. The deterministic abstraction adopted by
ODE models allows modellers to represent regular, periodic oscillatory behaviours, both damped and not. However, as we
will show later, there are cases in which the deterministic approach does not correctly distinguish between persistent and
terminating oscillations. Discrete stochastic models, on the other hand, can provide clues about the existence of oscillatory
behaviours, but make it hard to distinguish between regular oscillations and stochastic fluctuations; furthermore, when
oscillations do exist but exhibit stochastic variation in phase/amplitude, an average analysis of multiple simulation runs
fails to characterise the long term behaviour of the system.
The major contribution of this paper is the definition of a query-based procedure for behavioural classification of
stochasticmodels of biochemical systems. The proposed procedure consists in the specification of temporal logic queries and
their automatic verification by a model-checker (we use the probabilistic model-checker PRISM [23]). Based on the defined
queries, we introduce an incremental verification procedure, by means of which models can be progressively classified
according to behavioural facts such as the existence of blocking/non-blocking species, ofmonotonic/non-monotonic trends, etc.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2we introduce the problem of the analysis of biochemical models,
and the variousmodelling approaches. In Section 3we focus onmodel-checking andwedescribe CSL and LTL temporal logics.
In Section 4 we introduce a classification of biochemical models according to a number of behavioural properties for which
we define the corresponding formal queries. In Section 5 we demonstrate our approach on a few relatively simple models
of biochemical systems, two of which exhibit oscillations and bistability, respectively. Sections 6 and 7 contain an overview
of the related work and some concluding remarks.
2. Analysis of biochemical systems
Biochemical systems are composed of a number of interacting molecules (reactants, grouped into molecular
species), whose dynamic evolution is determined by the occurrence of biochemical reactions. Reactions describe the
production/consumption of reactants and how those are regulated by other reactants; they involve zero or more
molecular species (either as reagents or as products), and their stoichiometric coefficients specify the number of molecules
consumed/produced by their occurrence for each molecular species involved.
A biochemical system is fully characterised by the initial amount for each molecular species Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and the
description of the biochemical reactions Rj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) with their kinetic rate laws. Reactions are usually expressed in
terms of chemical equations of the form
Rj :
∑
i
κjiAi
rj−−−−→
∑
i
κˆjiAi
where
∑
i κjiAi and
∑
i κˆjiAi are, respectively, the reactants and the products of reaction Rj with their stoichiometric
coefficients, and rj is the kinetic rate law. The most commonly used kinetic law is the mass-action kinetics, which assumes
that the reaction rate is proportional to the reactant amounts and a kinetic constant: in this case rj usually specifies the
kinetic constant.
As an example, the reaction
R1 : A+ 2B r1−−−−→ C
indicates that a molecule of species A and two molecules of species B are used to produce a molecule of species C , and that
the reaction occurs with rate r1 · [A] · [B]2 where [A] and [B] represent the amount of species A and B, respectively.
In this work we assume reaction rates follow the mass-action kinetic law. This choice was primarily done to make the
presentation simpler, but we point out that this is not a restrictive assumption and our approach can be applied to any kind
of kinetic law.
Several approaches have been used to model and analyse biochemical systems, ranging from continuous deterministic
modelling (e.g. differential equations) to discrete stochastic modelling (e.g. stochastic simulation and model-checking).
These techniques can answer different kinds of questions about biochemical systems, by providing different abstractions of
biochemical systems. In the rest of this section we briefly survey each of them.
2.1. Continuous deterministic modelling of biochemical systems
Mathematical methods based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) have been extensively used, and they have been
shown to be suitable and efficient tools for modelling a wide range of biochemical systems, at various abstraction levels,
ranging from molecular interactions [30] to predator–prey population evolution [35].
In this approach, based on the assumption that biochemical reactions are continuous and deterministic, a biochemical
system is represented by a set of coupled, non-linear, first order differential equations. Continuous variables represent the
amount of each biochemical species, and the state of the system, EX(t) = (X1(t), . . . , Xn(t)), is described by the amount of
each biochemical species at time t . Changes of the system state over time are descried by differential equations of the form
EX ′(t) = F(EX(t)) with F : Rn → Rn. The system is, at any time, entirely defined by the initial conditions, i.e. the state EX(t0)
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at time t0 = 0. The system dynamics can be either computed by analytical solution of the system of ODEs, or approximated
by numerical integration: this determines the state of the system at any time t ≥ t0 and the possible stationary solutions.
The better understanding acquired about the intrinsic stochasticity of the physical phenomena underlying biochemical
interactions has lead to the conclusion that the deterministic assumption is not suitable for describing fluctuations in the
quantities of molecules in systems composed by a small number of molecules, where the stochasticity plays a major role.
2.2. Discrete stochastic modelling of biochemical systems
In the discrete stochastic setting, state variables represent numbers ofmolecules; they are, hence, finite and discrete, and
their values change over time as a consequence of interactions stochastically occurring in the system. It has been proved
by Gillespie in [13] that, under homogeneity conditions, the time to the occurrence of the next reaction in a biochemical
system can be verywell approximated by a negative exponential probability distribution. This result provides the theoretical
ground to represent and analyse the dynamics of biochemical systems through continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) [31]
models.
Stochastic simulation. Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [13] is a widely used method for simulating
stochastic models of biochemical systems. The state of the system, X(t), is described in terms of the number of molecules
of each species, and its dynamic behaviour is obtained by stochastically selecting one of the possible evolutions of the
underlying CTMC, starting from the given initial state. Thus, the result of a stochastic simulation run is a time course
representing the amounts of the system’s molecular species.
The presence of stochasticity implies that the behaviour obtained by a single simulation run is not necessarily
representative and, hence, simulation-based analysis requires calculation of relevant statistics on a number of simulation
runs. The disadvantage of simulation-based analysis is mainly due to the presence of rare events, which may be hard to
detect through simulation. Markovian analysis techniques [31] and probabilistic/stochastic model-checking [17,4,24] are
alternative approaches to simulation of discrete stochastic models.
Model-checking. Model-checking, which we also refer to as query-based verification, is a formal method that allows mod-
ellers to state properties ofmodels and to automatically checkwhether they are satisfied.Model-checking verification differs
from simulation-based analysis in that the verification of properties is obtained through an exhaustive exploration (i.e. cal-
culation) of the model state-space. Therefore, results of model-checkers are exact, as opposed to results of simulation-based
analysis which are obtained statistically through a partial sample space of trajectories extracted from themodel state-space.
Themajor weakness of query-based verification is due to the state-space explosion problem: themodel’s dimension is often
too large to be handled exhaustively, and simulation is the only feasible approach. For this reason, recent trends in formal
analysis are going in the direction of a combined use of model-checking and simulation-based techniques (e.g. [5,8,12]).
3. Model-checking stochastic models
We consider the model-checking approach for CTMCs, the class of stochastic models which arises in systems biology.
The temporal logic to state properties of CTMC models is Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [1,4], the extension to the
stochastic framework of branching time Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [9]. CSL has been successfully used in several
applications, including the verification of complex biologicalmodels (e.g. [19]). To enhance the analysis of stochasticmodels,
the ‘‘standard" CSLmodel-checking approach has been further extended to reward-based stochasticmodels (i.e. CTMCswith
real-valued rewards/costs attached to states and transitions), resulting in the definition of powerful languages such as, for
example Continuous Stochastic Reward Logic (CSRL) [18], which allow for the calculation of reward-based measures by
means of specific operators. As a complement to the branching time CSL approach, the linear time approach, corresponding
to Linear Time Logic (LTL) [27], has been gaining consideration in the stochastic setting as well. Differently from CSL
formulae,which are evaluated against graph-like structures (i.e. CTMCs), LTL formulae are evaluated against single executions
(i.e. paths) of a CTMC model and, because of this, the need to account for the model’s branching is (inherently) removed in
the LTL language.
In this paper we refer both to the CSL paradigm and to the LTL one. In particular we consider the CSL language with
reward-based operators as described in [24] and supported by the PRISMmodel-checker [23]. Furthermore we consider the
LTL language for stochastic models, which is also supported by PRISM. Before introducing the syntax and semantics of CSL
and LTL languages, we briefly summarise the basics about CTMC models.
A labelled CTMC is a tuple M = (S,Q, L) where S is a finite set of states, Q : S × S → R is the infinitesimal generator
matrix (i.e. Q (s, s′) ≥ 0 for all s 6= s′ and Q(s, s) = −∑s′ 6=s Q(s, s′)) and L :S → 2AP is a state labelling function. Intuitively,
the probability that the transition s → s′ takes place within t > 0 time units is 1 − e−Q(s,s′)t , meaning that the delay of a
transition s → s′ is governed by an exponential distribution whose parameter is the transition rate Q(s, s′). A state s such
that Q(s, s′) = 0 for all s′ ∈ S is called absorbing. The sum of the outgoing transition rates from a state s is the emanating
rate of s denoted by E(s) (the emanating rate of an absorbing state is zero). E(s) specifies that the probability of leaving s
within t > 0 time units is 1 − e−E(s)t . The steady-state distribution and the transient-state distribution for a CTMC model
M are probability state vectors indicating the probability of being in a given state of M on the long run and at a certain time
instant t , respectively. The calculation of the steady-state and transient distributions of a CTMC is done throughwell-known
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numerical methods (e.g. [31]). Reward-based CMTC models are CTMC models enriched with a (set of) reward structure(s), a
pair of functions (ρ, ı), with ρ : S → R≥0 and ı : S × S → R≥0, describing states and transitions rewards, respectively.
3.1. Continuous Stochastic Logic
The syntax of CSL language we refer to is as in [24]. First we introduce the syntax for ‘‘standard" CSL formulae, then we
introduce the syntax for stating reward-based properties of CTMC models with rewards.
Definition 3.1 (Syntax of CSL). The syntax of CSL formulae is as follows:
φ := > | a | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | S∼p[φ] | P∼p[X I φ] | P∼p[φ U Iφ]
where > is the boolean value true, a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition, p ∈ [0, 1], ∼ ∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, and I is a nonempty
interval of R≥0.
CSL formulae are built on top of a set of atomic propositions (AP) and inductively constructed through combination of
classical boolean operators and probabilistically quantified temporal operators. The adequate set of operators include the
propositional logic negation (¬) and conjunction (∧), as well as the time-bounded version of classical temporal logic next (X I )
and until (U I ) operators. Formulae are evaluated with respect to states of a labelled CTMC model according to the formal
semantics which can be found in [4,24]. Intuitively, a state s satisfies a probabilistic formula P∼p[φ] (denoted s |= P∼p[φ]),
if the probability measure of paths starting at s and satisfying φ satisfies the bound∼ p.
Until formulae are particularly useful for stating relevant properties of a CTMCmodel. Until formulaeP∼p[φ1 U Iφ2] such
that φ1≡> are referred to as a reachability formulae, as they allow us to verify whether a relevant property of themodel (e.g.
φ2) will ever be met (or reached). A reachability formula P∼p[> U Iφ2] is usually denoted by P∼p[F Iφ2], where F reads
sometime in the future. Path formulae with a single point time bound (i.e. I = [t, t]) allow us to reason about the transient
behaviour of the CTMC model: the formula P∼p[F [t,t]φ2] is satisfied whenever the probability of being in a state satisfying
φ2 at time t is∼ p. Moreover, we can reason about untimed reachability by setting I = [0,∞): the formula P∼p[F [0,∞)φ2]
is satisfied whenever the probability of eventually reaching a state satisfying φ2 is ∼ p. Finally the operator S, namely the
steady-state operator, allows to account for the steady-state behaviour of a model. A formula S∼p(φ) is satisfied in a state s
if, assuming s as initial state, the probability in the long run of states satisfying φ meets the bound∼ p.
Definition 3.2 (Syntax of Reward-Based Formulae). The syntax of reward-based formulae is as follows:
R∼ r [I=t ] | R∼ r [C≤t ] | R∼ r [Fφ] | R∼ r [S]
where∼ ∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, r, t ∈ R≥0 and φ is a CSL formula.
Reward-based formulae are evaluated against a CTMC model M enriched with a reward structure (ρ, ı). The intuitive
meaning of the four types of reward-based formulae inDefinition 3.2 is as follows: an instantaneous reward formulaR∼ r [I=t ]
is satisfied if the expected reward at time tmeets the bound∼ r; similarly a cumulative reward formulaR∼ r [C≤t ] is satisfied
if the expected reward cumulated up until time t is ∼ r;R∼ r [Fφ] is satisfied if the expected reward cumulated up until a
state satisfyingφ is reached is∼ r; finallyR∼ r [S] is satisfied if the expected reward in the long run is∼ r . Whenever several
reward structures rsi(ρ i, ıi) are attached to a CTMC model, the reward-based formulae described above can be referred to a
specific reward structure, say rsi, bymeans of the notationR∼ r{rsi}[I=t ]. The formal description of the semantics of reward-
based formulae can be found in [24].
3.2. LTL for probabilistic models
LTL logic [27] differs from its branching time counterparts, i.e. CTL and CSL, in that LTL formulae are evaluated against
single trajectories (paths) of a discrete-state model, rather than against the model’s tree. Intuitively, in the non-probabilistic
setting an LTL formula φ is satisfied only if all paths resulting from the initial state s0 of a model M meet the ‘‘temporal"
specification given by φ. In the stochastic setting paths are probabilistic and, hence, a probabilistic LTL specification, as
for CSL, includes a quantification of a probability bound ∼ p for paths satisfying φ. Differently from CSL, the probabilistic
quantification of paths formula appears at top level only in LTL.
Definition 3.3 (Syntax of LTL). The syntax of LTL formula is as follows:
φ := > | a | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | Xφ | φ Uφ
where> is the boolean value true, a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition.
A quantitative LTL specification is obtained by coupling a formula φ, obtained according to the syntax in Definition 3.3,
with a probability bound, such as ∼ p, with ∼ ∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, and p ∈ [0, 1]. The verification of (φ,∼ p) against a
CTMC model M with initial state s0 is obtained by calculation of the measure of probability of the φ-paths starting at
s0. Model-checking algorithms for this quantitative LTL model-checking are based on the ω-automata approach.1 Details
1 The computation of a probability measure for paths of M starting in s0 and satisfying φ is performed by computing the product of the ω-automaton
recognising the φ-paths with the probabilistic modelM .
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Fig. 1. Standard PRISM code modelling a biochemical oscillator with 3-species.
about quantitative LTL model-checking can be found in [2] although the material presented there is referred to generic fully
probabilistic systems, rather than to CTMC models. Note that the temporal operators Next and Until in the LTL version for
CTMC are only in the untimed (i.e. the time interval bound I ∈ R≥0 is not present in Definition 3.3). In fact quantitative
verification of timed LTL formulae is still, to the best of our knowledge, uncovered in the literature. The typical case is to use
‘‘untimed" LTL on a CTMC which equates to LTL model-checking on its embedded DTMC. LTL formulae, as we will see, are
fundamental for specifying relevant behavioural properties of biochemical models.
3.3. The PRISM model-checker
The PRISMmodel-checker [21,28] supports both CSL- and LTL-based verification of CTMCmodels. CSL/LTL queries can be
specified with PRISM either with or without a probability bound. In the former case (e.g.P∼p[> U I φ2]) the result computed
by PRISM is either true or false, depending on whether the probability of the considered formula meets the bound ∼ p; in
the latter case (i.e. the probability bound∼ p is replaced by the=? notation, resulting in queries of the formP=?[> U I φ2])
PRISM will produce the measure of probability for the considered formula to be satisfied (in the considered state).
The PRISM language is composed ofmodules and variables. A model is composed of a number of interacting modules and
each module contains a number of local variables, whose values constitute the state of the module. The global state of the
model is determined by the local state of all modules. The behaviour of the modules is given by a set of guarded commands,
each describing a transitionwhich is enabledwhen the guard is true. A command includes an updatewhich gives new values
to the variables.
3.3.1. Biochemical models in PRISM
A fairly common way of modelling biochemical systems with the PRISM model-checker (which, for simplicity, we will
refer in the remainder of the paper as the standard way) is by encoding each species as a PRISM module, which contains, at
least, one local variable used to record the number of molecules of the species. Thus, species A, for example, will correspond
tomodule_Awhereby a local variable _A stores the amount ofA. The transitions of themodules correspond to the biochemical
reactions and the updates of each transition take the stoichiometry into account.2 In order to allow for reward-based
analysis, reward structures are also usually associated to each module state variable. For instance, each species is given
an instantaneous state reward equal to the current amount of the corresponding molecular species.3
As an example of PRISMcode, Fig. 1 depicts themodules representing the simple 3-species biochemical systemsdescribed
by the chemical equations show in the top left box of the figure.
4. Query-based behavioural classification of biochemical systems
Stochastic models encode probabilistic tendencies of the considered system as a function of time. Understanding what
will be themost likely behaviour of a stochasticmodel is not a simple task, especiallywhen themodel is complex. Simulation-
based techniques are the most common means used to devise knowledge about the behaviour of a model by executing it.
Here we focus on a query-basedmodel-checking approach that, given a stochastic model of a biochemical system, allows us
to build an understanding of themost likely behaviour of the consideredmodel, based on a structural analysis rather than on
execution of the model. For this purpose we introduce a number of temporal logic queries by means of which the modeller
can progressively determine behavioural characteristics of the consideredmodel. Those queries address behavioural questions
2 Note that the semantics of the PRISM modelling language is such that the rate of an action resulting by synchronisation of a number of local actions is
given by the product of the rates of the local actions, something which fits well with themass-action law governing many biochemical reactions.
3 This structure of the PRISM code for biochemical models is also adopted by the SBML2Prism tool that translates SBML level 2 specifications into PRISM
models.
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Fig. 2. A state s in which species A is stochastically increasing.
such as: Does a species tend to a stationary level? Does a species allow for peaks? Does a species behave monotonically? Does a
species oscillate?
The remainder of this section is organised as follows: first we introduce a number of definitions which formally
characterise relevant behavioural properties of a path of a stochastic model, such as the concept of monotonically increasing
path up to a desired level of noise (Section 4.1). Then we present a number of behavioural temporal logic queries (Section 4.2)
that can be used for analysing general properties of a biochemical model, such as the probability that a given species can
reach a certain level of concentration, or the average level of a species as a function of time. Such queries can be verified
against standard PRISM models of biochemical systems. Finally in Section 4.3 we introduce a different modelling approach
to make PRISM models suitable for the analysis of more sophisticated properties, such as the probability of a species to
monotonically increase/decrease up/down to a given level, or the probability of following an oscillatory trend. A summary
of the query templates presented in this section is given in Table 2.
4.1. Behavioural characterisation: Basic definitions
Let M = (S,Q, L) be a CTMC modelling a biochemical system, consisting of n molecular species A1, A2 . . . An. A state
s = (a1, . . . an) ∈ S is an n-tuple of non-negative integers. XAi denotes a variable representing the number of molecules for
species Ai. For state s = (a1, . . . an), s(Ai) = ai indicates the value of XAi in s. A finite path σ starting at state s is referred to
as an s-evolution ofM and first(σ ) = s and last(σ ), represent the first and the last state of evolution σ , respectively.
Intuitively, we say that a species Ai is stochastically increasing in a state s, if starting from s the stochastic tendency of
the model is towards states in which the amount of Ai is greater than in s. Similarly we refer to stochastically decreasing
and stochastically stationary species. The following definitions are the building blocks for a more formal characterisation of
relevant stochastic behaviours.
Definition 4.1. For s and s′ two states of M we define the integer-valued quantity δ(Ai, s, s′) as the Ai-gradient between
states s and s′, namely the difference in the level of species Ai between s and s′, as δ(Ai, s, s′) = s′(Ai)− s(Ai).
Definition 4.2. A transition s→ s′ inM is said to be Ai-increasing if and only if the Ai-gradient δ(Ai, s, s′) > 0. Ai-decreasing
and Ai-stationary transitions are defined analogously.
Definition 4.3. An s-evolution σ is Ai-increasing if and only if the Ai-gradient is positive (i.e. δ(Ai, first(σ ), last(σ )) > 0).
Ai-decreasing and Ai-stationary s-evolutions are defined analogously.
Definition 4.4. An s-evolution σ is monotonically Ai-increasing if and only if it consists of Ai-increasing transitions only.
Monotonically Ai-decreasing and strictly Ai-stationary s-evolutions are defined analogously.
Definition 4.5. An s-evolution σ is noise bound monotonically Ai-increasing up to noise ns ∈ N if and only if σ is
Ai-increasing and the maximum gradient of any number of consecutive decreasing transitions does not exceed ns.4 Noise
bound monotonically Ai-decreasing and noise bound strictly Ai-stationary s-evolutions are defined analogously.
Definition 4.6. For Ai a species, s a state of M , δ∗i > 0 ∈ N, and ns ∈ N, we say that Ai is stochastically increasing in s with
respect to gradient δ∗i and regardless of noise ns if and only if the probability of monotonic Ai-increasing s-evolutions up to
last(σ )= s(Ai)+ δ∗i , and regardless of noise fluctuations up to ns is greater than the probability of monotonic Ai-decreasing
s-evolutions up to last(σ )= s(Ai)− δ∗i . Stochastically decreasing species are defined analogously.
The intuition behind Definition 4.6 is as follows: if we consider a certain state s where species A is at level s(A) then,
because of its stochasticity, the model may probabilistically tend towards states corresponding to an increase of A, and in
this case we say that A is stochastically increasing in s. The measure of such tendency depends on ‘‘how far" we look from
the current level s(A), which is given by the value of the positive integer δ∗i (see Fig. 2). In Section 5 we will show how, by
means of dedicated temporal logic queries, the monotonic tendency of biochemical species can be measured with respect
to (a state of) a stochastic model.
4 If ns = 0, Definition 4.5 is equivalent to Definition 4.4.
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4.2. Behavioural temporal logic queries
We introduce a number of CSL and LTL queries that characterise classes of behaviours of a CTMC model. Some of these
queries are qualitative in the sense that the measure of probability they return provides an indication of a qualitative
characteristic of themodel, such as, for example, the existence of a blocking level for a given species. Other queries, instead, are
quantitative as the probabilistic value they return is an expression of a stochastic tendency, such as, for example, the tendency
of a species to behave monotonically in a given state. In this respect it is worth noticing that models containing absorbing
states, or more generally reducible CTMC 5models, are structurally different from irreducible ones. As a consequence some of
the queries we introduce in the following aremeaningful onlywhen referred tomodels with absorbing states. The first three
queries we introduce in this section are standard reachability and reward-based analysis queries which have been already
proposed before (e.g. [19]).
4.2.1. Reachability and average behaviour analysis
Question Q1:What is the probability for species A to reach level i?
P=?[F (XA = i)]. (1)
Query (1) is a commonly used querywhich evaluates the probability for a species A to reach level i at any time.We stress that
for irreduciblemodels all states aremutually reachable therefore Query (1) evaluates to 1. An additional piece of information
that can be derived from the transient solution of the CTMC is the distribution of a species A at a given time T , which is
captured by the following CSL query.
Question Q2:What is the probability of having a given number of molecules for species A at time T?
P=?[F[T ,T ] (XA = i)]. (2)
The average behaviour of a given species A can be computed by the following reward-based query.
Question Q3:What is the average number of molecules for species A at time T? What is its standard deviation?
R=?{XA}[I=T ]. (3)
Query (3) is based on the state reward XA (representing the level of species A) which is assigned, by default, to each state
of the model. When calculated with respect to time T , it returns the level of species A in each state of the model averaged
by the transient distribution calculated in T . Standard deviation can be computed similarly by introduction of an additional
reward which associates the square of the number of molecules of Awith each state of the model.6
4.2.2. Blocking levels (model irreducibility)
Question Q4:What is the probability for species A to block at level i?
P=?[F (XA = i ∧ P≤0[F (XA 6= i)])]. (4)
Query (4) computes the probability that after species A reaches level i then it cannot leave it any more (in this case we say
that A is a blocking species). The probability measure of this formula is 0 (for any value i) whenever the considered model is
irreducible, whereas it is greater than 0 (for at least one level i) whenever the considered model has absorbing states. The
blocking levels of species A correspond to all i for which the probability computed by Query (4) is greater than 0.
4.2.3. Qualitative analysis of monotonic trends in reducible models
Question Q5: Is it possible for species A to reach level i more than once?
P>0[F (XA = i ∧ F (XA 6= i ∧ F (XA = i)))]. (5)
Query (5) refers to the probability that once a species A reaches level i then it is possible that it goes back to i after having left
it. This query allows us to distinguish between species that follow amonotonic trend and species which do not. For a species
that may only behave monotonically, Query (5) evaluates to false, whereas it evaluates to true for any species which admits
at least a returning level (i.e. species that can pass through a given level at least twice).We stress that Query (5) ismeaningful
only when referred to reducible CTMC models: for strongly connected CTMCs, Query (5) trivially always evaluates to true.
4.3. Quantitative analysis of behavioural trends
We consider now the problem of assessing the tendency of a CTMC model to follow specific (behavioural) trends such
as monotonic trends and oscillatory trends. In order to do so we need CTMC models (i.e. PRISM models in this case) to be
equipped with extra information which allows for behavioural trends queries to be formulated and verified against them.
4.3.1. Coding of trend sensitive CTMC models in PRISM
In order to be able to quantify the tendency of a species to follow certain trends, we impose a specific modelling
convention which shall be used for CTMC models of biochemical systems. We refer to models that fulfil such modelling
5 A CTMC consisting of several bottom strongly connected components.
6 Recall that, if X is a random variable its standard deviation is the square root of the variance E(X2)− E(X)2 , where E(X) is the expectation of X .
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Fig. 3. Coding of trend sensitivemodels in PRISM.
Table 1
State-space dimension and time taken to build the state-space of standard and trend sensitive models.
Model Trend sensitive Noise Population States Transitions Time
A↔ B↔ C NO Null (1, 10, 10) 253 924 0.066
A↔ B↔ C NO Null (1, 20, 20) 903 3444 0.125
A↔ B↔ C NO Null (1, 40, 40) 3403 13284 0.516
A↔ B↔ C YES 0 (1, 10, 10) 1386 5290 0.39
A↔ B↔ C YES 0 (1, 20, 20) 5166 20170 2.141
A↔ B↔ C YES 0 (1, 40, 40) 19926 78730 13.625
A↔ B↔ C YES 1 (1, 10, 10) 5337 20660 0.594
A↔ B↔ C YES 1 (1, 20, 20) 20457 80470 3.172
A↔ B↔ C YES 1 (1, 40, 40) 80097 317690 17.687
A↔ B↔ C YES 2 (1, 10, 10) 6333 24441 0.671
A↔ B↔ C YES 2 (1, 20, 20) 23912 93958 3.86
A↔ B↔ C YES 2 (1, 40, 40) 103293 409401 23.735
Doped-oscillator NO Null (1, 10, 10) 253 633 0.063
Doped-oscillator NO Null (1, 20, 20) 903 2463 0.218
Doped-oscillator NO Null (1, 40, 40) 3403 9723 0.937
Doped-oscillator YES 0 (1, 10, 10) 1345 3846 0.64
Doped-oscillator YES 0 (1, 20, 20) 5085 14886 2.735
Doped-oscillator YES 0 (1, 40, 40) 19765 58566 6.266
Doped-oscillator YES 1 (1, 10, 10) 54385 163871 4.703
Doped-oscillator YES 1 (1, 20, 20) 208125 644806 12.70
Doped-oscillator YES 1 (1, 40, 40) 813130 2556401 72.518
Doped-oscillator YES 2 (1, 10, 10) 287158 854839 18.547
Doped-oscillator YES 2 (1, 20, 20) 1136322 3475027 67.689
Doped-oscillator YES 2 (1, 40, 40) 4513433 13997584 235.32
protocol as trend sensitive CTMC models. In the following we describe such form of models with respect to the modelling
language of PRISM, pointing out that such modelling protocol can be applied to any other CTMC-based formalism such as,
for example, Petri Nets and stochastic process algebras. Fig. 3 shows a sample of trend sensitive PRISM code corresponding
to the example of Fig. 1.
For each biochemical species, say A, we equip the corresponding PRISM module (i.e. module_A) with two boolean flags,
namely inc_A and dec_A, plus an extra local variable, called level_A. The role of level_A is to store the centre of the current
noise band, and initially it is set to 0. Whenever the occurrence of reactions brings the current level of A outside the band
[level_A− ns, level_A+ ns], themonotonicity is broken either in the decreasing direction (if A has grown above level_A+ns,
in which case we set dec_A′ = false), or in the increasing direction (inc_A′ = false). When that happens the noise band is
reset to zero, keeping track, in this way, that future trends shall be verified with respect to the new current level of a species.
In practical terms, trend sensitive PRISM models are obtained from standard ones by duplicating every PRISM command
that represents a reaction. For example, reaction1 and reaction3 of module_A in Fig. 1, are duplicated in Fig. 3 in order to
distinguish whether their occurrence leads to breaking the monotonicity either in an increasing or in a decreasing sense. In
essence flagging a CTMCmodel with the inc_A/dec_A flags is the equivalent of keeping track of the sign of the first derivative
of a species, which is typical in transition systems obtained by discretisation of the phase-space corresponding to an ODEs
model, but which has no natural equivalent in the stochastic framework.
The trend sensitive modelling approach has a cost in terms of dimension of the underlying state-space. In Table 1 the
state-space of two simple models, i.e. a reversible transformation A ↔ B ↔ C and a doped 3-way oscillator (which are
described in details in Section 5), are compared. The dimension of trend sensitive models increases with the chosen level
of noise ns, and even with ns = 0 it is larger than the dimension of standard models. This clearly has an impact on the
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Fig. 4. Examples of monotonically and non-monotonically B-increasing paths, modulo noise ns.
complexity of query verification. We stress that the increase in the model complexity seems inevitable in order to be able to
analyse complex behaviours such as monotonicity and oscillatory trends, at least in the state-labelled (CSL/LTL) framework
which we refer to here. Moving to more expressive modelling/verification paradigms, such as those corresponding to the
action-state CSL logic (asCSL) [3] may be a possibility to retain the ability of characterising complex behaviours at a lower
model’s complexity.
Fig. 4 illustrates the result of flagging states of a path by means of the inc_X , dec_X flags (X being a generic species
name). Suppose paths in Fig. 4 represent executions of the 3-species system introduced in Fig. 1. Reaction r1, in such system,
consumes a molecule of A to produce a molecule of Bwhile r2 consumes a molecule of B to produce a molecule of C . Thus, as
long as r1 continuously occurs, species Bmonotonically increases (while A decreases). On the other hand ns+ 1 consecutive
occurrences of reaction r2 are sufficient to break themonotonic increase of B. As a result, path σ1 and σ2 in Fig. 4 are examples
of monotonically B-increasing paths with respect to noise ns = 1 and ns = 2, respectively, whereas path σ3 is an example
of non-monotonically B-increasing path with respect to noise ns = 2: the three consecutive occurrences of r2 in σ3 breaks
B increasing monotonicity. Note that by means of the trend sensitive PRISM coding illustrated above, the monotonicity of
inc_B flag, denoted by red states, is broken only when the current noise band is left, in this example after ns+ 1 consecutive
occurrences of r2, leading to the blue state in path σ3.
Relying on such coding of biochemical systems in PRISM we are able to characterise a number of CSL and LTL queries
which allow us to assess the tendency of a CTMC model to follow specific behavioural trends (i.e. monotonic trends as well
as oscillatory ones).
4.3.2. Quantitative analysis of monotonic trends
We introduce two CSL queries (6a) and (6b) for measuring the likelihood of monotonically increasing/decreasing paths.
Such queries shall be verified against trend sensitive PRISM models where the noise level is set through parameter ns.
Question Q6: What is the probability for species A to increase (resp. decrease) monotonically from the current state up to
(resp. down to) level i disregarding noise ns?
P=?[inc_A U (XA = i)] (6a)
P=?[dec_A U (XA = i)]. (6b)
Query (6a) allows us to calculate the probability of noise bound monotonically A-increasing paths, i.e. such that, starting
from the initial state, species A increases monotonically up to level i regardless of noisy fluctuations of amplitude ns.
Analogously, Query (6b) computes the probability of noise bound monotonically A-decreasing paths.
4.3.3. Quantitative analysis of oscillatory trends
Given a species A we define an A-oscillatory evolution as an evolution such that the amount of A grows monotonically
from the current level (denoted by j) to level i > j and which then goes back, monotonically, to j. We refer to such type of
oscillation as a pi-oscillation as it corresponds to a rotation of pi degrees around a circle of radius i− j (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
We distinguish further between plain oscillations (Fig. 5), i.e. oscillations consisting of purely monotonic pieces, and noisy
oscillations (Fig. 6), i.e. oscillations characterised by noisy monotonic pieces. Furthermore we also distinguish oscillations
which may display a plateau from those which do not. We introduce two LTL query templates that allow for measuring the
likelihood of a species to follow a pi-oscillation of a given amplitude (i−j) given the system is in a specific state s such that
s(A) = j.
Question Q7:What is the probability for species A to follow a pi-oscillation pattern of amplitude i−j disregarding noise ns?
P=?[((XA < i) ∧ (inc_A))U((XA = i) ∧ ((dec_A)U(XA = j)))]. (7)
Question Q8:What is the probability for species A to follow a pi-oscillation pattern of amplitude i− j possibly including a higher
plateau within [i−ns, i+ns] and disregarding noise ns?
P=?[((XA < i) ∧ (inc_A))U((XA= i)∧((i−ns ≤ XA ≤ i+ns)U((dec_A)U(XA= j))))]. (8)
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(a) Plain pi-oscillation. (b) Plain pi-oscillation with plateau.
Fig. 5. Plain pi-oscillations of amplitude i− j.
(a) Noisy pi-oscillation. (b) Noisy pi-oscillation with noisy plateau.
Fig. 6. Noisy pi-oscillations of amplitude i− j.
Table 2
Coding behavioural properties as CSL/LTL formulae.
Query template Behaviour Logic
Q1 P=?[F (XA = i)] A reaches level i CSL
Q2 P=?[FT ,T (XA = i)] A reaches level i CSL
at time T
Q3 R=?{XA}[I=T ] Average number of A CSL
at time T Reward
Q4 P=?[F (XA = i ∧ P≤0[F (XA 6= i)])] A blocks at level i CSL
Q5 P>0[F (XA = i ∧ F (XA 6= i ∧ F (XA = i)))] A reaches level i LTL
more than once
Q6a P=?[inc_A U (XA = i)] Amonotonically CSL
increases to level i
Q6b P=?[dec_A U (XA = i)] Amonotonically CSL
decreases to level i
Q7 P=?[((XA < i) ∧ (inc_A))U((XA = i) Amakes a pi-oscillation LTL
∧((dec_A)U(XA = j)))] of amplitude i−j
Q8 P=?[((XA < i) ∧ (inc_A))U((XA = i) Amakes a pi-oscillation LTL
∧(((XA ≤ i+ ns) ∧ (XA ≥ i− ns)) of amplitude i− j and
U((dec_A)U(XA = j))))] with possible plateau
[i−ns, i+ns]
Query (7) andQuery (8) allowus to capture, respectively, paths corresponding to oscillatory trends such as those depicted
in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6(a), and paths corresponding to oscillatory trends with plateau such as those depicted in Fig. 5(b) and
Fig. 6(b).
The probability of a species to follow longer oscillatory paths (i.e. npi-oscillations, with n > 1) can be captured by further
nesting of Until formulae following the template given by (7) and (8). Clearly the complexity of verification increases with
nesting of temporal operators.
5. Case studies
We consider a number of simple abstract systems and we illustrate how their analysis can be achieved through a query-
based approach based on the queries introduced in the previous section. Specifically we focus on two types of systems that
have absorbing states (i.e. blocking systems) and two which do not. Among these systems, we consider both oscillatory and
non-oscillating systems, as well as one which exhibits bistability (see Section 5.2.2).
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Fig. 7. Instantaneous reward analysis for the biochemical system A→ B→ C .
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(a) Existence of monotonic trends: A and C behave (b) Reachability analysis.
monotonically while B does not.
Fig. 8. Existence of monotonic trends and reachability analysis of A→ B→ C , initial state (40, 10, 10).
5.1. Blocking systems
Weanalyse two blocking systems: a simplemodel representing an irreversible biochemical transformation, and a system
exhibiting a terminating oscillating behaviour.
5.1.1. Irreversible biochemical transformation
We start with the analysis of a very simple system composed of three molecular species A, B and C , and two irreversible
biochemical reactions of the form A
r1→ B r2→ C . We assume the two reactions occur with the same rate (r1 = r2 = 1) andwe
consider an initial state (A, B, C) = (40, 10, 10). During the transient evolution of this system, A is first transformed into B
and, as soon as some B is produced, it starts being transformed into C . We can observe such behaviour defining three reward
structures that associate with each state the number of molecules of each species, and then we evaluate query Q3 for time
T ∈ [0, 10]with PRISM. Fig. 7 reports the average and standard deviation computed using these instantaneous rewards, and
shows that this system stabilises at state s = (0, 0, 60). The existence of a deadlock state in s = (0, 0, 60) can be verified
by evaluating an instance of query Q4 such as P=?[F(XC = 60 ∧ P≤0[F(XC 6= 60)])].
Monotonic trend analysis. It is evident from the reactions defining the system that species A and C follow a monotonic
decrease and increase, respectively, whereas, as Fig. 7 shows, species B can have a non-monotonic behaviour. This can be
formally proved by evaluating an instance of query Q5, where i ranges over [0, 60], for each of the three species. Fig. 8(a)
shows the results of the evaluation of P=?[F (XA = i ∧ F (XA 6= i ∧ F (XA = i)))] (the quantitative variant of query Q5)
and demonstrates that only species B can reach the same level more than once (at least for some levels), i.e. only B admits
non-null probability for query Q5.
Reachability analysis. We use a quantitative version of query Q1 to evaluate the probability with which the number of
molecules of the three species takes values in the interval [0, 60]. Fig. 8(b) reports the results, and consistently indicates
that species A has a null probability of reaching any level higher than the initial 40 (it cannot be produced), similarly C
cannot reach any level lower than the initial 10 (it cannot be consumed). Fig. 8(b) also provides us with a further insight
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(a) Species A. (b) Species B.
Fig. 9. Evolution of probability distribution for species A and B in the time interval [0, 10] for A→ B→ C .
on the variability in the dynamics of species B, showing that the average peak observed in Fig. 7 at around B = 18 may be
frequently overcome, as values up to 30 are reachable, though with a low probability.
Transient analysis. Fig. 9 shows the probabilitymass distributions for the level of species A and B. The distributions shift over
time from the initial one, corresponding to the initial state (40, 10, 10), to the final one corresponding to the two absorbing
states inwhichA = 0 (i.e. (0, 0, 60) and (0, 60, 0)). These results are obtained through verification of queryQ2 for parameter
T ∈ [0, 10]. The modal value of the probability distribution of species A (Fig. 9(a)) steadily shifts from the initial maximum
corresponding to the starting level A = 40 to its final minimum, corresponding to the blocking level A = 0, whereas the
one of B (Fig. 9(b)) first moves towards higher values and, after reaching a peak, goes back towards smaller values until it
reaches its blocking level at B = 0.
5.1.2. Terminating oscillator
We consider now an oscillating system which has been introduced in [7], known as the 3-way oscillator. It is a simple
system involving three molecular species, A, B and C , and governed by the following three reactions:
A+ B rA−→ B+ B B+ C rB−→ C + C C + A rC−→ A+ A. (9)
These equations describe a loop of positive feedback self-catalytic reactions. The reaction rates follow the mass-action law.
Because of the stoichiometry, and due to the absence of synthesis and degradation reactions, the total number of molecules
is constant in the system.
A continuous deterministic model of this system can be straightforwardly derived from Eq. (9), and consists of 3 real-
valued variables a, b and c representing the concentration of each species, whose variation over time is described by the
following system of ODEs:
a˙ = −rAab+ rCac b˙ = rAab− rBbc c˙ = −rCac + rBbc. (10)
Fig. 10(a) shows the solution of the system in the phase-space: the displayed trajectories form a neat triangular orbit around
the initial concentrationpoint, thus showing that the species concentrations exhibit a regular oscillating behaviour. Fig. 10(b)
reports the dynamical evolution of the system in the time domain.
This analysis of the 3-way oscillator based on the solution of its deterministic model is efficient and it allows us to
straightforwardly observe its regular oscillating behaviour. However, it is easy to realise that, in a discrete interpretation
of this same system, as soon as one species gets extinct, an irreversible terminating path is entered, which brings to one of
the blocking states (60, 0, 0), (0, 60, 0), or (0, 0, 60). The fact that the oscillation is terminating cannot be inferred using the
deterministic approach. Furthermore, the systemof ODEs describing the 3-way oscillator allows for some trivial fixed points,
such as a0=b0=c0 (given that ka=kb=kc); consequently, for initial values corresponding to such fixed points, no dynamic
evolution would be observed by the ODEs solution, contrary to the expected behaviour, i.e. that the system evolves for any
initial condition such that a0>0∧ b0>0∧ c0>0. The discrete stochastic approach is in some sense complementary to the
deterministic one when dealing with oscillating systems: it is not always suitable for identifying oscillations, but it does not
suffer from the disadvantages just described for deterministic methods. The CTMC corresponding to the 3-species oscillator
has the following characteristics: It is finite state; the total population is invariant (i.e. the total number of molecules in the
model does not change and it is equal to INV = a0 + b0 + c0, where (a0, b0, c0) is the initial state); the number of states is
|S| = (INV + 1)(INV + 2)/2.
Instant reward-based analysis. Fig. 11(a) shows the expected behaviour obtained through the verification of the instant
reward-based query Q3 with time T ∈ [0, 2] and initial condition (A, B, C) = (40, 10, 10). Full lines indicate the average
level of species while dashed lines denote their standard deviation.
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(a) Solution on the phase-space a× b× c. (b) Time-series solution.
Fig. 10. ODEs solutions of the 3-way oscillator with initial values (a0, b0, c0)=(40, 10, 10) and parameter values ka = kb = kc = 1.
(a) Instantaneous reward analysis. (b) Reachability analysis.
Fig. 11. Instantaneous reward and reachability analysis for the 3-way oscillator, initial state (40, 10, 10).
As expected, it is possible to observe an initial oscillatory behaviour, which is damped as time progresses; however,
instead of halting when only one species is present, the average system behaviour exhibits damped oscillations around the
average values for the three species. The amplitude of the standard deviation envelopes clearly indicates that extinction of
species is possible.
Reachability analysis. Fig. 11(b) reports the result of the evaluation of query Q1with initial state (A, B, C) = (40, 10, 10). All
the species can reach any level in the range [0, 60], though with different probabilities (higher for the intermediate values
than for the extreme ones).
Blocking level analysis. We use query Q4 to reason about the level at which each species blocks. We consider an initial
condition (A, B, C) = (40, 10, 10) and we calculate the probability that each species, A, B, and C blocks at a given level
i. Because of the three deadlock states of the 3-way oscillator, only few levels i will be blocking for species A, B and C .
The probability for the three species to block at i is as follows: P (A blocks at 0) ' 0.69, P (A blocks at 60) ' 0.31,
P (B blocks at 0) ' 0.70, P (B blocks at 60) ' 0.30, P (C blocks at 0) ' 0.61, and P (C blocks at 60) ' 0.39.
Transient analysis. Fig. 12 reports the evolution of the probability mass distribution for the amount of molecules of species
A as a function of time T ∈ [0, 0.5] (obtained through evaluation of query Q2). The probability mass is scattered around the
whole domain of possible values of A (Fig. 12) and, as the time passes, it tends to either one of the two blocking levels, either
0 (more likely) or 60, which indeed are the states in which the oscillation ends.
Noise-sensitive monotonic trend analysis. We evaluated the probability that species A follows a monotonic trend (increasing
or decreasing) from a given state through application of queries Q6a and Q6b. Considering a total population of 30molecules
we have performed two classes of experiments one with initial state s′0 = (4, 4, 22) and the other with initial state
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Fig. 12. Evolution of probability distribution of species A for the 3-way oscillator.
(a) Initial state (4, 4, 22). (b) Initial state (26, 2, 2).
Fig. 13. Likelihood of noise-sensitive monotonic trends for species A in the 3-way oscillator.
s′′0 = (26, 2, 2). States s′0 and s′′0 have been chosen because they represent two nearly symmetric configurations with
respect to species A (which is the species we observe in our experiments): in s′0 the initial level of A is 4 units above the
lower bound, whereas in s′′0 it is 4 units below the upper bound of the total population. According to Definition 4.6, we
would expect species A to be stochastically increasing in state s′0 and stochastically decreasing in state s
′′
0 . Results of the
experiments referred to initial configurations s′0 and s
′′
0 are depicted in Fig. 13(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 13(a) the plots to
the right of the probability 1 peak represent the probability for species A tomonotonically increase towards values in (4, 30],
whereas the plots to the left of the probability 1 peak represent the probability of monotonic decrease of A towards values
in [0, 4). Similarly, the plots in Fig. 13(b) refer to the probability of species A to monotonically decrease towards [0, 26) and
to monotonically increase towards (26, 30]. These results confirm an evident characteristic of the 3-way oscillator, which
is that starting from a low level of a given species monotonically increasing evolutions are more likely than monotonically
decreasing ones, and vice versa.7
By looking at plots in Fig. 13 we can conclude that species A is stochastically increasing (see Definition 4.6) from initial
state (4, 4, 22), as the probability of reaching states such that A = 4 + δ is greater than the probability of reaching states
such that A = 4− δ for any δ > 0. Similarly, we can conclude that from state (26, 2, 2) A is stochastically decreasing.
5.2. Non-blocking systems
We consider now two systems that do not have any deadlock state. The first one is a variant of the 3-way oscillator
described previously; the second model is a popular example of a bistable system known as the Schlögl model.
5.2.1. Permanent oscillator
The following chemical equations describe a variant of the 3-way oscillator which exhibits a permanent oscillating
behaviour: three ‘‘doping’’ non-catalytic reactions are added to the original system, to avoid the system blocking once any
of the species becomes extinct.
A+ B rA−→ B+ B B+ C rB−→ C + C C + A rC−→ A+ A
A
rA−→ B B rB−→ C C rC−→ A. (11)
7 This complies with the characterisation of oscillatory systems, according to which an oscillator is a system which neither converges nor diverges.
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(a) Instantaneous reward analysis. (b) Evolution of probability distribution.
Fig. 14. Time-series and evolution of distribution for the doped 3-way oscillator.
Transient analysis. In this system, the oscillation is never ending; however, the sustainability of oscillation is not evidenced
by the reward-based analysis of query Q3 (Fig. 14(a)) in which the oscillatory trends fade away at the steady state of the
system is approached (around time t = 1). Similarly time-bounded reachability analysis (bymeans of Q2), which is reported
in Fig. 14(b), does not provide us with further indications about the sustained nature of the oscillation. Each plot in Fig. 14(b)
corresponds to a different instant of time, referred to the verification of query Q2with respect to the initial state (40, 10, 10).
Plots in Fig. 14(b) reveal how the probability mass varies quite substantially initially (with highly fluctuating plots) until,
as time passes, the steady-state is reached, which correspond to the decreasing straight line representing the steady-state
distribution for species A.
Quantitative analysis of oscillatory trends. In order to analyse the results of the quantitative analysis of oscillatory trends for
the 3-way doped-oscillator, we compare these results with the ones obtained for a system A ↔ B ↔ C representing the
reversible transformation of A into C via B. Both systems correspond to finite-state ergodic 3-dimensional CTMCs, however
their dynamics is very different: with A ↔ B ↔ C the state (n, n, n), corresponding to an even distribution of molecules,
is a stochastic attractor: moving away from that state, is stochastically less likely then moving towards it. The oscillator, on
the other hand, does not have an attractor and, consequently, it oscillates permanently. These characteristics are reflected
on the verification of oscillation related queries such as query Q7. Fig. 15 reports on the probability of species A to perform
a pi-oscillation of amplitude i given the initial state (1, 10, 10).8 The oscillatory tendency of the 3-way oscillator appears
in Fig. 15(a): oscillations of greater amplitude (when i tends to 20) are more likely than those of smaller amplitude. On the
other hand the probability of pi-oscillations for the A↔ B↔ C system (Fig. 15(b)), have two main differences with respect
to those of the 3-way oscillators: first they are up to 12 orders of magnitude lower than those of the 3-way oscillator; second
they aremonotonically decreasingwith the amplitude of the oscillation. These differences suggest that the presence/absence
of oscillatory tendency in a system can be established by quantitative measures of dedicated queries such as Q7 and Q8.
5.2.2. Bistable system
We consider now the Schlögl model. This model, first introduced in [29], is a simple well-known prototype for
bistability (see, for instance, [16,34]). A bistable system is a system that in the long run can be in two different
states. Bistability is a fundamental phenomenon in nature, involved in important decision-making processes in cell cycle
progression, cellular differentiation, and apoptosis. Moreover, bistable systems are interesting case studies, since the
behaviour obtained by the analysis of deterministic and stochastic models of bistable systems may differ.
The Schlögl model describes the conversion of a reactant A into a product B via an intermediate species X which catalyses
its own production. The chemical equations describing the system are as follows:
A+ 2X k1
k2
3X, B
k3
k4
X (12)
and classical mass-action kinetics is assumed.
The system is assumed to have infinite reservoirs of molecules A and B, which means that the amounts of these species
can be considered to be constant (A = 105, B = 2 · 105). The values for the parameters are k1 = 3 · 107, k2 = 10−4,
k3 = 10−3, k4 = 3.5 and the initial state is chosen to be X = 250.
With this set of parameters and these initial conditions, the system exhibits bistability, admitting two distinct stable
steady states: the amount of X can either increase to a value around 650, or decrease to a value around 100. The behaviour
8 State (1, 10, 10) has been chosen because in it species A is stochastically likely to increase, hence the resulting probability of paths consisting of a
monotonic increase followed by a monotonic decrease of A shall be, probabilistically, more evident.
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(a) 3-way doped-oscillator. (b) A↔ B↔ C .
Fig. 15. Probability of plain pi-oscillations of amplitude i− jwith plateau for species A.
(a) Instantaneous reward analysis. (b) Evolution of probability distribution.
Fig. 16. Instantaneous reward and probability distribution for the Schlögl model.
observed in a single stochastic simulation run is either one of two alternative behaviours (with greater probability for X to
stabilise around value 650).
In order to performmodel-checking the amount of all species must be bound. Though species X can potentially increase
boundlessly (since A and B amounts are constant), the given set of parameter values makes X to reach an equilibrium and,
hence, we can safely consider an upper bound X = 1000.
Blocking levels and reachability analysis. The system does not have any deadlock state and X does not have any blocking level
(provable through query Q3). Moreover, any level [0, 1000] is reachable with probability 1 (provable through query Q1).
Transient analysis. The behaviour observed by transient analysis using instantaneous rewards (query Q3 for T ∈ [0, 5]) is
shown in Fig. 16(a). The two alternative pathways leading to the different steady-states are not evident by this analysis,
which only shows the mean behaviour; the big standard deviation is also due to the presence of the two alternative paths.
Instead, by using the time-bound reachability formula of query Q2, we can clearly observe the two distinct behaviours and
their relative frequency. Fig. 16(b) shows that starting with an initial value for X = 250, the probability mass distribution
for species X moves towards two attractors (X = 650 and X = 90). This information completes the average behaviour
information obtained by instantaneous rewards, providing meaningful insights about the behaviour of the system.
6. Related work
The application of query-based verification approaches to the analysis of biochemical systems has recently become a
major subject of research. Several studies have been proposed ranging from the verification of qualitative properties to
verification of quantitative ones.
The PRISM model-checker [28], in particular, has been used for the verification of specific properties on a number of
biological systems. In [19] the authors demonstrate the use of PRISM tomodel and analyse biochemical pathways, using the
FGF pathway as a case study. In order to reduce the CTMC state-space, the authors of this (and related) work consider
an abstraction in which one single copy of each involved molecular species is present and such that module variables
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represent changes in state of the molecules. By representing only presence/absence of molecules, this approach makes
the analysis quite efficient, but it limits the kinds of quantitative queries one could ask on models (and the accuracy
of the obtained results). In [15] PRISM has been used in the analysis of the Gp130/JAK/STAT signalling pathway for two
purposes: (i) as a sort of consistency check to identify possible modelling errors, by the verification of a number of desired
qualitative properties expressed as CSL formulae; (ii) to complement stochastic simulation, by the verification of properties
to compute (semi-)quantitativemeasures such as the number of occurrences of a given reaction and the relative probabilities
of consumption of different reactants. An approach integrating stochastic simulation and probabilisticmodel-checking using
PRISM has been investigated in [8].
BIOCHAM [32,12] is a framework for modelling, simulating and analysing biochemical systems, in which different
semantics (differential, stochastic, and boolean) are considered. BIOCHAM allows for the verification of temporal properties
expressed in the Computation Tree Logic (CTL) by using the NuSMV model-checker [26]. CTL is a branching time logic,
subclass of CSL: being a non-probabilistic logic, it replaces probabilistic path operators with path quantifiers E (Exists) and
A (All) and does not allow the timed variant of Until and Next operators. CTL allows the formulation of qualitative properties
such as, for instance, reachability (i.e. whether a property is ever satisfied), stability (i.e. whether a property is always
satisfied), and oscillation between states satisfying two formulae. CTL verification is used in conjunction with the boolean
semantics of BIOCHAM and, hence, it is applied to the same level of abstraction of [19] (presence/absence of molecules).
The Linear Time Logic (LTL) and the Probabilistic Linear Time Logic (PLTL) are instead used with the differential and the
stochastic semantics, respectively. They allow to express temporal properties about species amounts and to evaluate them
against experimental data time-series or simulation traces. For instance, using the differential semantics, LTL queries can
be used to detect oscillations in concentrations, defined as a sequence of changes of sign of its derivative (with the optional
constraint that its value reaches a given threshold). The verification of PLTL formulae over a simulation trace is fundamentally
different from standard probabilistic model-checking (and hence our approach): instead of computing the exact probability
of satisfaction of a formula over all the possible paths, it estimates it by calculating the frequency of satisfaction of the
property over a given number of individual simulation traces.
An ‘‘off-line’’ approach similar to the one of BIOCHAM is used by the MC2(PLTLc) model-checker [33]. MC2(PLTLc) is a
Monte CarloModel-Checker for PLTLc, a probabilistic extension to the LTL logicwith numerical constraints (LTLc) introduced
in [10], and it allows to estimate the probability of LTLc formulae in terms of a frequency counting of positive versus
negative outcome of verification of a LTLc formula against a finite (and linear) sequence of states. As for BIOCHAM, the
‘‘off-line’’ approach used by MC2(PLTLc) allows it to be applied to both deterministic and stochastic simulation output, and
to experimental data.
The issue of identifying probabilistic and temporal logic properties to describe interesting biological behaviours has been
tackled in several works recently. In [25] the authors have identified a number of patterns which allowmodellers to capture
relevant biological questions and that can be automatically translated into CTL. The consistency checks considered in [15]
are expressed as CSL properties to detect deadlocks, to check for state invariants, to verify liveness and reversibility of
the system, and to perform reachability, temporal and causal analysis. In [20] the authors propose a framework for the
analysis of biochemical pathways, based on Petri nets: qualitative properties such as boundedness, liveness and reversibility
are considered, in addition to the possibility to check for P- and T-invariants, and behavioural properties are verified by
probabilistic model-checking. The notion of stochastic monotonicity had been introduced in [6] and applied to the analysis
of irreversibility in the cell cycle.
7. Concluding remarks
We have considered the problem of using a query-based verification approach to the analysis of stochastic models
of biochemical systems. Expressing and formally verifying (through temporal logics) behavioural properties of biological
systems is a hard task which has been widely studied but that seems to require more effort in order to be able to
consider more sophisticated aspects of the dynamics of such systems. The study of the behaviour of a biochemical system
involves essentially looking at the occurrence of important biological events (reaction occurrence such as cell division,
phosphorylation of a given molecule, etc.) and in many cases this boils down to observing the occurrence of specific
trends in the amount of certain molecular species. Occurrence of peaks, monotonic trends in the dynamics of a species,
and oscillatory behaviours are amongst the behavioural properties of interest. Relying on the CSL and LTL temporal logics
we have introduced a number of biologically relevant queries, some of which are of a qualitative nature (e.g. existence
of blocking levels, possibility of monotonic trends) while others are inherently quantitative (average amounts of species,
quantitative analysis of noise-sensitive monotonic trends and oscillations). Referring to the PRISM modelling language,
we have introduced a modelling convention by means of which CTMC models are modified to allow trend sensitive
analysis: queries describing monotonic and oscillatory trends can be verified only against such enriched CTMC models. We
have demonstrated the utility of the presented approach on a number of simple biochemical models, which have proved
that query-based verification is complementary to alternative methods such as ODEs analysis and stochastic simulation.
Amongst the systems we have considered some exhibit an oscillatory behaviour, others bistability. With respect to the
analysis of oscillations, we have showed that the oscillatory tendency of a stochastic model is reflected on the probability
measure of oscillatory paths, which can be assessed by means of dedicated LTL queries. Future developments of this work
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include working on the automatic generation of trend sensitive CTMC models from standard, high level, languages for the
specification of biological systems, such as, for example, SBML.
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